ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Wavelet coding is recognised as efficient coding technique for lossy image compression. It is well known that, the wavelet transform decomposes a typical image data to a few coefficients with large magnitude and many coefficients with small magnitude. As most of the energy of the image concentrates on these coefficients with large magnitude, lossy compression systems just by using coefficients with large magnitude can realize the reconstructed image with good quality and high compression ratio. For wavelet transforms, Lifting Scheme(LS) (3, 4) allows efficient construction of the filter banks. The restriction of this structure is that the filter structure is fixed over the entire signal. In many applications to shape itself to the signal it is very much desirable to design the filter banks. A number of such adaptive Lifting Schemes are proposed in the literature which consider local characteristics of the signal for adapting [13, 16] . Ramanathan et al. [15] applied ABC algorithm to determine the optimal window size to obtain satisfactory compression and quality in the multi-objective manner. M. Mohamed Ismail and Dr. K.Baskaran [16] have implemented ABC algorithm in update process of lifting scheme to get better PSNR. PEI-WEI TSAI et al [23] have proposed the Interactive Artificial Bee Colony Optimization algorithm.
Image compression technique using adaptive update lifting scheme and Interactive Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (IABC) is presented in this paper. The results obtained are compared with wavelet transform & Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm proposed in the literature. The rest of the paper is described as follows. Section II provides a brief overview of basic image compression techniques. In section III, a general lifting scheme is discussed and compared with the adaptive lifting scheme. Section IV discusses about the wavelet transform. In Section V, Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm is explained and section VI describes the Interactive Artificial Bee Colony algorithm and Experimental results are discussed in Section VII.
BASIC IMAGE COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
The image compression techniques are generally classified into two categories depending whether or not an exact replica of the original image could be reconstructed using the compressed image. These are:
Lossy Image Compression technique 2. Lossless Image Compression technique

Lossy Image Compression Techniques
Lossy schemes provide much higher compression ratios than lossless schemes. Lossy schemes are widely used since the quality of the reconstructed images is adequate for most applications. By this scheme, the decompressed image is not identical to the original image, but reasonably close to it. The most popular current lossy image compression methods use a transform-based scheme [25] .
Lossless Image Compression Techniques
In lossless compression techniques, the original image can be perfectly recovered from the compressed image. These are also called noiseless since they do not add noise to the signal. It is also known as entropy coding since it use decomposition techniques to minimize redundancy [21] .
LIFTING SCHEME
Lifting scheme is simplest and efficient algorithm to calculate wavelet transforms. Lifting scheme is used to implement critically sampled filter banks which have integer output. The lifting scheme can custom design the filters, essential in the transform algorithms. Independent of translating and dilating, needless of frequency analysis, lifting scheme is processed into space domain. An answer to the algebraic stage of wavelet construction is provided by lifting scheme, which leads to a fast in-place calculation of the wavelet transform, i.e. it does not require auxiliary memory. Different wavelets show different image compression effect; the compressed image quality and the compression rate are not only relational to the filter length, but also concerns with regularity and local frequency, vanishing moment, orthogonality, bi-orthogonality. In this paper, we implement adaptive lifting scheme based upon wavelet decomposition. Then, with the help of IABC algorithm, we find the best directional window size to get better compression ratio with considerable quality.
A. The Lifting Concept
Lifting is a spatial (or time) domain construction of bi-orthogonal wavelets. The lifting scheme procedure consists of three steps: Split, Predict and Update ( Fig. 1 ) and inverse Lifting scheme is shown in Fig. 2 .
Split:
Split the original data into two disjoint subsets. Though any disjoint split is possible, in the standard lifting scheme we split the original data set x[n] into the even indexed points, xe[n]-x[2n], and the odd indexed points xo[n]=x[2n+1]
Predict:
Generate the detail signals d[n] as the predicting error using prediction operator P
Update:
To obtain scaling coefficients c[n] that represent a coarse approximation to the original signal x[n] merge xe[n] and d [n] . This is accomplished by applying an U update operator to the wavelet coefficients and adding to As long as for the inverse and forward transforms U and P are chosen, the original signal will be perfectly reconstructed. The inverse lifting stage is shown in Fig.2 . 
B. Adaptive lifting scheme
The adaptive lifting scheme is classical lifting modification. Fig.3 shows the adaptive update lifting scheme followed by a fixed prediction. At each sample n, according to a decision function D(x[n],y) an update operator is chosen. As in the classical and space-varying lifting, the critical point is that D(x[n],y) depends on y, and it also depends on the sample being updated. The update operator and addition are fixed, in the standard lifting scheme. The choice of addition and the update operator depends on the information locally available within both the approximation signal and the detail signal in the adaptive lifting scheme. 
WAVELET TRANSFORM
The wavelet transform decomposes a typical image data to a few coefficients with large magnitude and many coefficients with small magnitude. In wavelet transform first step decomposes a signal into constituent parts in the time-frequency domain on a basis function localized in both time and frequency domains. The image or signal is decomposed into four different frequencies: approximation, vertical detail, horizontal detail and diagonal detail. Up to a level the decompositions are repeated on the approximation coefficients. As details are not decomposed at the high levels and can be described by the small scale wavelet coefficients, wavelet transform is not suitable for images having rapid variations.
ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM (ABC)
Karaboga [17] in 2005 proposed ABC algorithm and the performance of ABC is analyzed in 2007 [18] . The ABC algorithm is developed by inspecting the behaviours of the bees on finding food source, called as nectar, and the information of food sources to the bees in the nest is shared. The different phases of ABC are classified into three types, namely, the employed bee, onlooker bee, and the scout bee. In the employed bee phase, the employed bee stays on a food source and provides the neighbourhood of the source in its memory. In the onlooker phase, the onlooker receives the information of food sources from the employed bees in the hive and to gather the nectar one of the food source is selected; and for finding new food, the new nectar, sources the scout is responsible . The process of the ABC algorithm is presented as follows:
Step 1. Initialization: In a solution space randomly Spray ݊݁ percentage of the populations, and then their fitness values calculated, called as nectar amounts, where the ratio of employed bees to the total population is represented by ݊݁. The populations positioned into the solution space, are called as employed bees.
Step 2. Move the Onlookers: The probability of selecting a food source is calculated, select a food source to move by roulette wheel selection for each onlooker bees and then determine the nectar amounts of them.
Step 3. Move the Scouts: By a continuous predetermined number of iterations, if the fitness values of the employed bees do not improve, which is called "Limit", such food sources are abandoned, and these employed bees become the scouts. The movement of scouts takes place.
Step 4. Update the Best Food Source Found So Far: Memorize the position and the best fitness value, which are found by the bees.
Step 5. Termination Checking: Check whether the termination condition is satisfied by the number of iterations. Terminate the program and output the results if the termination condition is satisfied; otherwise go back to the Step 2.
INTERACTIVE ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY ALGORITHM (IABC)
In IABC algorithm, in the solution space randomly spray ݊݁ percentage of the populations , then fitness values called as nectar amounts is calculated, which represents the ratio of employed bees to the total population. When these populations are positioned into the solution space they are called employee bees. The probability of selecting a food source is then calculated. Select a food source to move by roulette wheel selection for every onlooker bees and then nectar amounts of them is determined. If the employed bees fitness values does not improve by predetermined number of iterations continuously, called "Limit", such food sources are abandoned, and these employed bees become the scouts. The scouts are moved. The position and the best fitness value found by the bees are memorized. We check whether the termination condition is satisfied by the total number of iterations. If the condition for termination is satisfied, terminate the program and output the results. The flow chart for IABC is shown in Figure 5 .
In the proposed method, the input image is decomposed using wavelet lifting scheme and then the Interactive artificial bee colony algorithm is used in the update process to get considerable quality.
A. Algorithm
Step 1: Input the Image.
Step 2: Split the image into odd and even pixel regions.
Step 3: Decompose the image as (odd-even) for next prediction step.
Step 4: Fix the maximum coverage size as 'M' and initialized 'K=0' for prediction co-efficient.
Where M is maximum window size, upto which it will do local search for each center pixels maximum window size in our program is 5.
Step 5: Each pixel in the decomposed image is Scanned and its present fitness value and compression ratio is calculated.
Step 6: To predict 'a' and 'b' call direction finding algorithm co-efficient of all 8-direction combination. Where x is an center pixel to be update HL is predicted coefficient in horizontal left direction HR is predicted coefficient in horizontal right direction VT is predicted coefficient in vertically top direction VD is predicted coefficient in vertically down direction DL is predicted coefficient in diagonally top left direction DR is predicted coefficient in diagonally top right direction DB is predicted coefficient in diagonally bottom left direction DD is predicted coefficient in diagonally bottom right direction
Step 7: By using Update lifting formula for each direction prediction calculate update weight and find compression ratio and PSNR.
Step 8: The best individual is memorized , CR and its direction using IABC local search.
Step 9: To predict and update the best value for different range of window size iterate K from (0 to M) .
Step 10: Using IABC local search, memorize the best window size in terms of its MSE and CR for each reference pixel.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The IABC algorithm is tested on standard images with different image formats such as tif, png jpeg. The results obtained using IABC are shown in figure 7 . The results are tabulated for various images in Table(1) & Table( 2). Tables   Table 1: Comparison table for cameraman image 
A. Comparison
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
In this paper, Interactive Artificial Bee Colony algorithm is implemented in update process of lifting scheme to give better PSNR. From the experimental results, it is concluded that IABC method gives best results compared to other techniques like wavelet and Artificial Bee Colony method. It gives the way to reduces in data to represent the image and decrease in transmission bandwidth. So, the transmission cost and memory cost is reduced with help of IABC method.
In future work, Interactive Artificial Bee Colony algorithm can be implemented in the thresholding process to reduce the number of coefficient representing the image by optimally choosing the thresholding value to get more better compression and quality.
